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First, who am I?



I’m a 
mobile 
developer 
at Lua.



Also lots of freelance 
experience



A different CI



Continuous Improvement



The app is never done



What does this mean?



Your thinking evolves



The team evolves



The platform evolves



The app should evolve



How do you know your app 
needs improvement?



Code Smells



Crashes



Bad reviews



Duplicated code



Orphaned code



Old APIs



Mixed metaphors



Difficulties with tracing



Unnecessary dependencies



Where to start improving?



And more importantly, how 
to keep it up?



Documentation



Inline comments



VVDocumenter



appledoc



README.md



Monitoring



Downloads



Crashes



Usage



Testing



Unit tests



- (BOOL) isEven:
(NSNumber *)aNumber



@property BOOL isEven; 
!

- (void) updateIsEven



UI tests



API tests



Why are they so damn 
hard?



Dealing with state



Mock it or skip it



Don’t test APIs, test how 
you use them



Test coverage



Test-writing discipline



Write tests for bug fixes



Automation



Pick a service



Xcode CI 
Jenkins 
Travis



Publish reports





# Upload coverage HTML pages to the server 
!
IN_DIR="${OBJROOT}/myApp.build/Debug-iphonesimulator/myApp.build/Objects-
normal/i386" 
!
# use the timestamp to create a unique dir 
TS=`date +%s` 
HUMAN_TS=`date` 
OUT_DIR="/tmp/coverage/${TS}" 
INTERMEDIATE_DIR="${OUT_DIR}_intermediate" 
INTERMEDIATE_FILE_ALL="${OUT_DIR}_all.info" 
INTERMEDIATE_FILE_FILTERED="${OUT_DIR}_filtered.info" 
!
# copy all files so the permissions will be right for the current user 
cp -R "${IN_DIR}" "${INTERMEDIATE_DIR}" 
!
# get all values 
/usr/local/bin/lcov -t "myApp coverage" -o "${INTERMEDIATE_FILE_ALL}" -c -d 
"${INTERMEDIATE_DIR}" > /tmp/lcov_all.log 2>&1 
# only extract ones for *myApp* files 
/usr/local/bin/lcov -e "${INTERMEDIATE_FILE_ALL}" "*myApp*" -o "$
{INTERMEDIATE_FILE_FILTERED}" > /tmp/lcov_filtered.log 2>&1 
!
# convert to HTML 
/usr/local/bin/genhtml -q -s --legend -o "${OUT_DIR}" -t "Coverage for tests 
run on ${HUMAN_TS}" "${INTERMEDIATE_FILE_FILTERED}" > /tmp/genhtml.log 2>&1 
!
# put the files on the coverage server 
scp -C -r "${OUT_DIR}" "coverage@coverage.myApp.com:/var/www/coverage/ios/$
{TS}"
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# upload appledocs to the docs server 
scp -C -r /tmp/appledoc_${USER}/${PROJECT_NAME}/html/* 
"docs@docs.myApp.com:/var/www/docs/ios" > /tmp/docsupload.log 2>&1



Debugging



It is a skill



Try catching all exceptions



Instrumentation



What to check?



execution time 

memory usage 

memory (de)allocation, especially with Core Foundation 

threads/queues used 

network activity 

location services subscriptions



How to check?



Dumb timing with NSLog



Static analysis





Static analysis with 
AppCode





Instruments





Spark Inspector





Distribution



TestFlight 
Hockey App 
etc



iOS Enterprise Account



Simulator apps



Thank you



Any questions?



I’m happy to answer any questions later 
too. 
!

You can email me at peter@getlua.com. 
!

I’m @pr1001 on Twitter.
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